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THE MEDICAL FACULTY
The ancient Indian story of the blind men and the elephant, descending to
us through the Greeks and to the Japanese through Buddhism and China,
reminds us that a single individual can gain only a partial perception of a
complex phenomenon in which he is interested, and that his conclusions
depend on his own experiences and interactions with that phenomenon,
rather than on the totality of the phenomenon itself.
So it is with an individual's view of a medical faculty. In honoring my
esteemed friend and colleague, Dean Vernon Lippard, I present some of my
own personal impressions, reflections and evaluations on the subject of the
type of organization over which Dean Lippard has presided with distinction
and grace for many years. Schools of medicine have been honored parts of
universities from the very earliest beginnings of universities. The role of
the medical faculty can, therefore, best be examined in its university setting.
Responsibilities of thefaculty
Knowledge is the main commodity with which a university deals, particu-
larly knowledge of broad, general import. Universities serve their com-
munities by functioning as factories for knowledge, as storehouses of
knowledge, as reprocessing centers for knowledge where available know-
ledge is reworked and rearranged to fit new needs and situations, and as
distribution centers for knowledge. Knowledge is distributed from universi-
ties through the teaching, publications, speaking, and consulting of the
faculty members. Through these activities, universities serve as prime
organs of society, essential for a country's strength in science, in letters and
arts, in health, in economics, in manufacture, in trade, in diplomacy and in
arms. The faculties of universities implement these functions.
Note that this view holds knowledge rather than students to be the central
focus of university activities, and society-at-large or the public rather than
students to be the group to which the university owes primary responsi-
bility. Let no one misinterpret the above analysis and conclude that students
and teaching are unimportant to a university. On the contrary, students are
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of great significance as it is through students that important parts of the
duties of universities to society are discharged. Faculties should teach stu-
dents well and inspire them to maximum achievement and dedication so the
graduates will be well equipped in knowledge and in judgment to serve the
society they will join as alumni, and to assure the future effectiveness of
universities and other intellectual endeavors. Thus the students can be
viewed as instruments whereby the university contributes to its own con-
tinuity and disseminates some of its knowledge to society, to which students
and university are both responsible.
Duties of a mzedical faculty
A faculty of medicine implements that portion of a university's responsi-
bility which concerns knowledge related to the health of the people. The
pertinent knowledge is vast in scope and diversity, touching upon every
facet of man and of nature.
It is the duty of a medical faculty to scan the world's store of knowledge,
to create new knowledge by discovery, and to select and mobilize from
these sources those matters which are pertinent to the health of mankind:
1. to process these into forms which can be assimilated by others and used
for the practical benefit of the people;
2. to work out detailed procedures and technologies of value in treating
the sick and injured, in preventing disease, and in maintaining health and
longevity;
3. to disseminate knowledge and skills as widely as possible, through
teaching, publication, demonstration, consultation, advising, committee
work, speaking, participation in scholarly meetings, and through any other
means which may be effective;
4. to select, educate, and train physicians of the future, to set suitable
standards for admission to medical school and to house staffs of teaching
hospitals, to admit candidates of the highest possible quality, to teach and
train them conscientiously, and to demand of them adherence to the highest
possible scholarly, intellectual, and ethical standards;
5. to inspire, bring forth, select, and train those who are to become teach-
ers of future medical students, future discoverers of new knowledge of value
to mankind, and future administrators and public servants;
6. to embody, exemplify, and set the highest possible standards of clinical
knowledge, skill, and judgment, of patient care, and of responsibility to
patients, students, house staff, nurses, hospital, the profession, the univer-
sity, and the public;
7. to contribute its full share to the scholarly, intellectual, and administra-
tive activities of the university of which it is a part; and
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8. to participate effectively, as a body of dedicated experts, in community
planning, in government decisions and functions, and in international and
society activities contributing to medical care, to public health, to exchange
of information, and to international understanding and peace.
A faculty of medicine shares much in common with a faculty of engineer-
ing. Both train persons for agenerously remunerated profession whose prod-
uct is valued by society and essential to its strength. Both professions seek
to achieve practical results of benefit to the public by applying highly soph-
isticated technologies based in turn on profound understanding of basic
science. In both professions, successes are valuable and mistakes costly.
Both faculties have the responsibility of broad monitoring of scientific
knowledge, of discovery of new knowledge, and of mobilizing appropriately
selected matters for development to practical utility. For success, both re-
quire understanding of nature, of man, and of human institutions.
The Dean
An administrator presides over the interface between his organization
and society. He is unable to control either completely, but can exercise in-
fluence on both. He seeks to maximize the benefits to each. His institution
can benefit only if the public conceives that society benefits from it. A suc-
cessful administrator must thus insure that his institution delivers in ade-
quate measure and in high quality that which benefits the public and which
the public desires and values, and, in addition, that the public support the in-
stitution in a manner which permits it to fulfill its mission. These generaliza-
tions are applicable with equal validity to administrators in business, in
government, in universities, in foundations, and in public and private insti-
tutions of many kinds.
A brilliant discussion of the position of an administrator is found in
Francis Bacon's essay, "Of Great Place." Applicable alike to kings, lord
chancellors, presidents, business executives, deans and department chair-
men, it starts out by emphasizing that the more one is the boss the more
one becomes a slave. As Bacon puts it:
Men in great place are thrice servants: servants of the sovereign or state; serv-
ants of fame; and servants of business. So as they have no freedom, neither in
their persons, nor in their actions, nor in their times. It is a strange desire, to
seek power and to lose liberty: or to seek power over others and to lose power
over a man's self. The rising into place is laborious; and by pains men come to
greater pains; and it is sometimes base; and by indignities men come to dignities.
It is my observation that few deans are appointed after seeking actively
to receive such a post. Most deans are selected for leadership on the basis of
revelations of suitable character, qualifications, and commitment over many
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years. Very commonly, such persons have demonstrated good judgment
and willingness to work generously, unselfishly, and helpfully for others in
their organization, often at considerable cost to their own individual scien-
tific productivity and prestige. Invited to assume deanships after displaying
these characteristics, they soon find themselves servants of complex organ-
izations, of society, and of many people, with ample opportunity to exercise
their helpful propensities, but in bondage to the relentless course of events.
What of Bacon's comment that men sometimes achieve power by base
means or by indignities? Can this be exemplified in deans of medical schools,
even it rarely? One sometimes observes interpersonal maneuvers of an un-
inspiring character in persons who seek by such means to weaken the
chances of a rival and to advance their own, but these are seldom effective
and have only a small role in choiceofpeople for medical deanships.
However, one does sometimes observe appointments of deans based on
fundamentally improper considerations hinging strongly on the financial
interests of the clinical faculty based on private practice. In the days of
proprietary medical schools, now extinguished in this country under the in-
fluence of the Flexner Report, many faculty members in clinical departments
were able to maintain a highly remunerative private practice, based in part
on referrals from former students and from their connections in teaching
hospitals. Recent decades have seen a very strong current towards full-time
appointments in clinical departments in North American medical schools,
and amongst these, strict full-time appointments appear to be gaining in-
creasing dominance over the geographical full-time type. There still remain
a few schools in which part-time faculty interests remain strong, or in
which geographical full-time members place much emphasis on their remu-
nerative private practice interests. Such institutions are diminishing in
number and in strength. Yet, in recent years, deans with weak academic
qualifications have been appointed in such schools, under circumstances
which lead to the realization that the private practice interests of the clinical
faculty have unduly influenced the decision. But the trends are otherwise.
One can recognize many medical schools throughout the country which two
or three decades ago were strongly oriented towards private practice of clin-
ical faculty, but which now have firm academic bases with many full-time
clinicians and are administered with the public interest in mind. One hopes
that the last feeble residues of proprietary medical education will soon dis-
appear from our country.
Base influences on deans and deanship appointments nowadays are some-
times exercised from outside the institution altogether, from persons without
faculty appointments in private practice in the community. Such problems
frequently arise when new medical schools are being established. Often the
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local medical society has exerted its influence to create the school, and some
of the local physicians may aspire to chairs in it. A conscientious dean,
mindful of the requirements of excellence, will seek the best persons he can
for the chairs in question rather than relying primarily on local talent. This
exercise of academic integrity may create disappointment and even enemies
amongst the local medical profession. Physicians in the community often
appear to see threats or challenges if a medical school brings in clinicians
with outstanding academic qualifications from outside. Responses of town
doctors to this situation have included efforts to exert political or economic
influence to hamper the school, or to make the academic posts unattractive
or ineffective by attempts to restrict the flow of patients to the teaching in-
stitution, or to impede the payment of clinical costs from public funds or
prepaid medical cost plans, or by other ingenious but unworthy means.
Basely motivated harrassment of deans of integrity and of their schools
from outside still constitutes a problem for some institutions. The pressure
so exerted has been sufficient to lead to the resignation of some deans, but in
general, a firm course of integrity and excellence prevails in the course of
time, and many medical faculties, once thus assailed, now enjoy comfortable
relations with the community physicians and the state and local medical
societies.
Deans carry grievous burdens as servants of the state, for society is
changing rapidly in its expectations from medical schools, and nimbleness
of purse and of wit are essential if a school is to respond soundly to them.
Currently, the enactment of Medicare and the Heart Disease, Cancer, and
Stroke legislation, the development of federal research grant programs with
many unstable features, the pressure for increasing medical student enroll-
ment, the harrassment of medical research by neo-antivivisectionists, the
demands for more family physicians, all convey that the public expects of
medical schools increases in number of physicians, more research, and im-
provement in quality of medical care, all in an atmosphere of haste, with
unease and fretfulness evident in some aspects of the public consciousness
of the medical profession and of research and teaching in medical schools.
These public attentions are featured by brisk exercises of pencil resulting
in the formulation of an impressive but confused series of state and federal
legislative bills and administrative circulars bearing on medical school activ-
ities and functions. These vary greatly in soundness, but deans collectively
and individually, must monitor them all and exert what influence they can
in the public interest to insure the enactment of sound, and the defeat of
damaging, government proposals. These public needs, expectations, and
pressures, often reflected in laws and regulations, have led medical schools
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to seek to increase rapidly their programs in research, in clinical care, in
teaching, and in public responsibility.
In addition to these public inducements, and closely coupled to them, one
finds rapid expansion of knowledge and of technology, so that staffs and
facilities of ever larger compass are needed in order that each clinical and
scientific specialty will be adequately represented on the staff. Increasing
knowledge and specialization puts relentless pressure for growth of facul-
ties, for only through the presence of adequate numbers of specialists can
the best of medical care be exemplified and taught, medicine advanced, and
the scientific basis of medicine be properly mobilized.
Thus public pressures and increasing complexities in science and clinical
medicine combine to force medical schools to expand their programs. This
has created needs for new funds on a substantial scale. It is proper that
federal and state moneys should bear part of these costs, as the outlays are
assumed in response to new public demands on the institutions. But the
public moneys appropriated are insufficient for the costs of the services
demanded by the public; furthermore, the traditional sources of medical
school funding have not increased at a sufficient rate, so that a serious crisis
in financing of medical schools has come to pass and many of the programs
are in serious arrears. Faced with these problems, deans, as servants to
their institutions and to their country, can well understand Bacon's com-
ment that ". . . men in great fortunes are strangers to themselves, and while
they are in the puzzle of business they have no time to tend their health
either of body or mind."
Deans must cope effectively with financial and public pressures on their
institutions in order to discharge a responsibility which is peculiarly theirs:
that is, to insure the quality and adequate measure of the work of the med-
ical school, which depends in turn on the quality of the faculty. An eval-
uation of a dean's performance can be gained by assessing the quality of the
department chairmen appointed in the faculty of medicine during his tenure.
In order to consummate the appointments of good chairmen, a dean must be
reasonably successful in dealing with the budget and with the public de-
mands on his institution.
With so much in the way of problems and so little in the way of control,
why do deans accept the responsibilities of the post - responsibilities which
in general, cannot be discharged in a very satisfying manner, so great are
the demands, so pressing the emergencies, so debilitating the threats, and
so meager the resources. Most deans are recruited from those faculty mem-
bers who have demonstrated a degree of generosity, of selflessness, of will-
ingness to sacrifice a portion of their own scientific reputation for the good
of their institutions. Most of them have a wish to help their fellows and to
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contribute effectively to some broad goals in the public interest, such as
improvement in medical education, or in the quality of our nation's physi-
cians, or in the national capacity to lengthen human life and ameliorate
suffering. They come to realize that broad public aims cannot be achieved
effectively except from a suitable platform. As Bacon put it:
But power to do good is the true and lawful end of aspiring. For good thoughts
(though God accept them) yet towards men are little better than good dreams,
except they be put in act; and that cannot be without power and place, as the
vantage and commanding ground.
It is said that the average span of appointment of a dean in a North
American medical school is between four and five years. With more than
eighty medical schools in the United States, these numbers tell us that about
twenty new deans of medicine must be appointed each year in this country.
Why such a high turnover rate? In the first place, some deans may prove
to be ill-chosen, and found not well fitted to their responsibilities, or learn
themselves to be unwilling to face them, in which case quick replacement
may become an urgent necessity as an institution cannot afford to have
incompetence or unwillingness of leadership. But often other factors bear
a more significant role in this matter. Frequently, deans of integrity and
ability encounter resistance from the practicing profession outside to ef-
forts to improve their school, or from members of their own faculties who
oppose necessary reform or the replacement of mediocrity with excellence.
The relentless pressures of rapidly changing public policy and of fiscal in-
capacities can be eroding. Great toughness and stamina are valuable assets
for a dean of medicine, but few can thrive or be happy in such a tangle of
pulls and currents for very many years. Able and fortunate are those who,
like Vernon Lippard, have served their institutions comfortably for two
decades and who can contemplate substantial achievement. As he faces re-
tirement, Dr. Lippard can well recall Bacon's words:
Merit and good works is the end of man's motion; and conscience of the same
is accomplishment of man's rest. For if a man can be a partaker of God's theatre,
he shall likewise be a partaker of God's rest.
The Chairman
The chairman's peculiar responsibility is for the quality of his depart-
ment. Science involves the metabolism of ideas, and a department's role in
this activity is to channel knowledge into useful avenues, with special atten-
tion to its own institution and its own scholarly fields.
An active, successful department is characterized:
1. by vigorous and productive research activities;
2. by functioning intellectual contacts with scholars all over the world;
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3. by a stimulating teaching program which attracts students into the
field;
4. by wide-ranging interests which overlap into other disciplinary areas;
5. by post-doctorals, graduate students, and visitors attracted by the
scholars in the department;
6. by staff members who participate in national advisory panels, in the
affairs of their learned and professional societies, and in international scien-
tific activities;
7. by helpful contributions to the administrative and committee functions
of its institution and to the strengths of other departments in the institution
and in its field;
8. by the sponsorship of frequent, stimulating seminars, conferences, and
special lectures; and
9. by a visible role in accelerating the assimilation of new ideas and
techniques by its institution and its scholarly field.
A good clinical department displays all the features mentioned above
(except graduate students), and, in addition, has a strong residency and
internship program, attracting applicants from all over the country, and a
clinical program of outstanding excellence, characterized by fruitful innova-
tion, by humanity, and by close coupling to scientific advance.
The steady expansion of knowledge has, over the centuries created neces-
sity for new chairs and new departments. In medical schools four hundred
years ago, anatomy, materia medica, medicine, and surgery seemed special-
ties enough. Physiology and pathology developed during the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries and established themselves strongly as departments
in the nineteenth. The first biochemistry department was organized in 1912.
Viewed in this historical perspective, one sees logical and consistent devel-
opment in the appearance of departments of genetics, biostatistics, molecular
biology, biophysics, community medicine, anaesthesiology, and the like in
medical schools in recent years. It is sound administrative policy to have
departments which are few in number and overlapping in interests. With this
posture, many institutions find it appropriate to resist somewhat the estab-
lishment of new departments. But when existing departments show them-
selves unable to represent adequately an important new field, the creation
of a new one may be mandatory. Expansion of specialization and knowledge
requires administrative accommodations.
This is the framework within which the chairman operates. He must be
an able scientist, creative in his own right, and versatile enough to perceive
and to incorporate advances in other fields which enrich his own. He should
be a missionary - that is, a man with a mission, committed to his field and
to the betterment of mankind and his institution. The position demands a
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person of selflessness and generosity, willing to sacrifice part of his own
scientific achievement in order to facilitate that of his colleagues. It is a
proud feature of the scholarly community that members with the required
generosity and unselfishness are not rare. As Bacon put it:
Learning endueth men's minds with a true sense of the frailty of their persons,
the casualty of their fortunes, and the dignity of their soul and vocation, so
that it is impossible for them to esteem that any greatness of their own fortune
can be a true or worthy end of their being and ordainment, and therefore are
desirous to give their account to God, and so likewise to their masters under
God.
In another passage, Bacon mentions that ". . . learned men . . . have
esteemed the preservation, good and honour of their countries or masters
before their own fortunes or safeties." From such men should chairmen be
chosen - men who can sense part of their reward and satisfaction from the
achievements of the group they lead and foster, and from the credit earned
by their associates whom they have helped.
TheProfessor
The faculty of a leading university medical school is a noble human in-
stitution. Learned in the theoretical sciences and skilled in practical applica-
tions, concerned for the individual patient and contributing to national
policy and to the over-all good of mankind, lecturing to large classes and
providing individual instruction at the bedside and benchside, discovering
new knowledge of general value in understanding life and disease, and of
specific necessity for a single patient's benefit, drawing from all of man-
kind's knowledge of nature and of man, and contributing to knowledge in
many special fields, self-respecting, responsible and humble, it comprises a
versatile instrument for public good.
Its members are drawn predominantly from the upper academic ranks
of the graduates of those of our medical schools which set the highest stand-
ards and demand the most of their students, and from persons of requisite
ability, interests, and commitment trained in disciplines other than medicine.
Those in clinical departments are selected after prolonged training in in-
ternships and residencies so exacting that only the ablest are chosen out of
many applicants. Relatively few persons in practice receive clinical training
equivalent even to the minimal sought by an aspirant for academic medicine.
Superbly prepared for practice, many academic aspirants devote several
additional years to research training, often in a basic science field. Un-
usual qualities of intellect, of stamina, of dedication, of judgment, of orig-
inality, of humanity, and of knowledge must be acquired by a successful
careerist in academic medicine. Moreover, these qualities must be put to
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effective use and displayed. As Bacon put it, "In fame of learning the flight
will be slow without some feathers of ostentation." An academic physician,
as he moves into the tenure ranks, has seen less successful competitors fall
into private practice at every step of his advance. Thus the selective process
for academic medicine enriches the rosters of outstanding practitioners
while insuring that the most capable will be entrusted with the sobering
responsibilities of training the physicians of the future, setting standards of
excellence in patient care, advancing medical sciences and skills, and grow-
ing to positions of leadership in public policy.
Collectively, the medical faculty must implement the functions of a uni-
versity medical school outlined earlier in this essay. In distributing portions
of these tasks amongst the several faculty members, experience has shown
it sound to permit assumption of fractional parts of these duties in accord-
ance with the wishes, talents, and goals of individual faculty members. As
in wise corporate management, in universities functions and organizational
tables are best fitted into the talents of available people. In government it
may be more common to attempt to fit people into a relatively fixed table of
organization, with duties assigned according to the job description of the
post rather than in accordance with the abilities of the incumbents. If wisely
executed, the more flexible possibilities in universities and corporations lend
themselves to greater efficiency than can be expected from the more rigid
table-of-organization structures of government bureaus.
From this it follows that a faculty member's compensation is not right-
fully tied very closely to his place in the administrative organization, but is
more wisely coupled with his overall value to his institution and to society
- to his distinction, if you will. In this vein, it is not uncommon to find in
well-administered universities great variation in faculty salaries at a given
rank, with considerable overlap between ranks, and with some of the most
valuable professors sometimes receiving annual salaries above those as-
signed to their departmental chairman or dean, or even vice-presidents or
deans of faculties. The better the university, the more flexible the salaries
seem to be, and in some highly esteemed institutions, more than a threefold
spread is manifested in full professors' salaries, with some of the ablest as-
sistant professors drawing more than the least productive and least valuable
professors.
In setting the emoluments of faculty members, universities should give
thoughtful recognition to the many ways a professor can be valuable: some
excel in research, some in teaching large classes, some in training scientists
or clinical specialists, some in administration, some in advising the govern-
ment, some in fostering the intellectual metabolism of the institution, some
in community or in student relationships, some in clinical care, in rela-
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tionship with patients and in bedside teaching, some as convertors of
basic science ideas to clinical skills, some in perception of the public needs
which the university can best meet, some in presenting university needs to
the public, some in various combinations of the above.
A university or a medical school stands or falls on its ability to judge
the usefulness of people in a frame of reference relevant to its complex mis-
sion. Mistakes in these judgments are costly. An assistant professor un-
wisely given tenure through overevaluation of his qualifications or through
sentimental personal attachment will commit an institution to decades of
assignment of salary, space, and student time that could be better used by
abler people. A faculty member underevaluated by his own institution is
easily enticed away by a more perceptive rival. One can think of numerous
example of stones that the builders rejected becoming the cornerstones of
other temples. Let Harvard reflect on G. N. Lewis, insufficiently esteemed
by the institution which nourished him, but becoming the dominant intellect
which created the scholarly greatness of the Berkeley campus of the Univer-
sity of California. Lewis conceived the electronic theory of valence, but was
not awarded a Nobel Prize, though such a prize was bestowed for the pro-
nouncement of a wrong formula for cholesterol but not for the discovery of
the right one. From this one can conclude that splendid universities and
distinguished national academies are capable of making mistakes, though
the greatness of Harvard and the impressive list of well-chosen Nobel Prize
winners shows that human judgments can reach repeatedly a high level of
excellence, even if short of consistent perfection.
The channels through which faculty members are compensated may have
importance comparable to the compensation levels. Adequate, unambiguous,
and fully competitive salary figures firmly tied to the university administra-
tion without permitted supplement from grants or from private practice
best command the undivided loyalties of faculty members to the institution.
If a professor's personal income level depends in part directly on private
practice, or on the grants he can command, he may conceive too much
that he is working for his patients or for his granting agency and slight his
obligations to his medical school. The stream from which professors' salaries
are derived can safely be nourished from many fountains, which can include
patients' professional fees, endowment income, tuition, state appropriations,
hospital payments for professional services, salary charges to research and
training grants, restricted funds of various types, and the like. Many of these
sources may derive from funds brought in by professional services and
research. But let the university channel them all, and let the university
determine firmly each professor's emolument, or control and loyalties may
be lost. Advantage can be gained by permitting faculty members to accept
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without objection or concern royalties for writings, honoraria for lectures
or consultations for government, industry, or other institutions, prizes, and
the like, but best strictly forbidden is the direct retention by medical school
faculty members of professional fees from patients or from other institutions
for clinical professional services rendered to patients.
In some institutions, parts of salaries of professors are sometimes in-
cluded in research grant budgets. Many institutions have resisted this
practice. But broadly, the demands society places on universities, including
the medical schools, have overtaxed the traditional means of support so
that, in efforts to meet public requirements, substantial new sources of rev-
enue for universities have become urgent necessities. The medical school's
responses to public demands include the necessity for increasing the num-
bers of tenure faculty members. Efforts to find salary moneys for these
positions have constrained more and more universities to turn to the poten-
tial of partial salary recovery from research grants as a sound way to meet
some of the expenses of the efforts the public exacts from them. As insti-
tutions, one by one, find themselves pressed to this position, they will be
wise to consider the sensitivities of faculty members on the issues raised.
A prudent institutional administration is not coercive, but is explicit and
open in presenting to the faculty the fiscal problems confronting the institu-
tion, the alternatives before it, and the benefits to be gained from recruit-
ment of funds from various sources. Within this framework, as professors
come to understand the relationship between the strength of budgetary re-
sources and their own academic environment and effectiveness, consent can
be expected from many faculty members and opposition to inclusion of
salary reimbursement in research grant budgets will diminish. If such in-
clusion is kept on a voluntary basis, and is implemented individual by
individual with the consent of the faculty member concerned, and if the
fraction of consenting faculty members is enhanced without pressure but by
rational and logical presentation of fiscal and program problems to the
faculty, and if the salaries of individual faculty members are set according
to their merits and without regard to the sources contributing to that indi-
vidual's salary, substantial budgetary strength can be recruited, faculty
morale sustained, the ability of the institution to serve society enhanced, the
quality of the faculty and academic environment improved, and the position
of the university with respect to its competition strengthened. To reiterate,
necessary ingredients for success in such an effort include willing and under-
standing participation by the faculty member and a firm setting of each
salary at an appropriate competitive figure guaranteed by the university
regardless of specific contribution from grant budgets to that individual's
compensation. From the policy viewpoint, it is prudent for the institution to
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assume no tenure salary commitments which could not be honored from
institutional resources should the partial reimbursement from restricted
accounts fail.
The summer compensation issue remains significant in some medical
schools, particularly for basic science faculty members. The problem affects
larger numbers of faculty members in portions of universities outside medi-
cal schools. Faculty viewpoints on this topic vary, but institutions are
elevating the proportion of twelve-month appointments, which suggests that
the unsatisfactory features of nine-month appointments are becoming in-
creasingly apparent. The business of being a scholar is a full-time responsi-
bility, throughout the day and throughout the year, with proper allowances
for sleep, respite, rest, holiday, variation, and relaxation. It seems absurd
for universities, as our society's principal patrons of learning, to assume
only partial responsibility for the livelihood of a scholar, providing but 9/11
or ¾4 of his living, leaving the rest to the hazards of summer teaching or
research appointments, or to default. Medical schools have gone farther
than other portions of our universities in these matters, but anachronistic
concepts of an earlier agrarian culture still restrict us. Though some pro-
fessors feel they can maneuver to personal advantage in the framework of
a nine-month's appointment with the summer unobligated and available for
idleness or for increase and lucre, most academic people devote summers to
research, teaching, writing, interaction with other scholars, and, in part, to
intellectual and spiritual refreshment. If the summer's intellectual efforts
are uncompensated, the scholar's personal economy is disadvantaged and
his resentments enhanced. If compensation is granted but is dependent upon
specific budgetary items in grants, the scholar's loyalties may be diverted
from his institution to the granting agency. It is sound for the university to
assume full-time responsibility for full-time scholarly performance in all
disciplines, shouldering these obligations increasingly, step by step, with
due respect for scholar's sensitivities and fiscal realities, without coercion,
as acquiescence permits, taking full advantage of opportunities for budget
accretions from grant reimbursement, adjusting salary levels as appropriate
for a full year's effort, thus working towards the reduction of interfaculty
resentments, divided loyalties, and deficiencies in incentive and control.
Why is it that superb physicians and scientists, in whose training much
time and money is invested, and who have emerged as the most able in an
exacting selection process, are eager to be taken up in academic tasks with
emoluments substantially less than those in store for their contemporaries
in private practice or in industry, some of whom have withstood less well
the penetrating scrutiny of scholarly and professional peers? Francis Bacon
made wise and perceptive comments on this topic, observing that:
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. . . it may be truly affirmed that no kind of men love business for itself but those
who are learned; for other persons love it for profit, as an hireling that loves the
work for the wages; or for honour, as because it beareth them up in the eyes of
men, and refresheth their reputation which otherwise would wear; or because it
putteth them in mind of their fortune, and giveth them occasion to pleasure and
displeasure; or because it exerciseth some faculty wherein they take pride, and so
entertaineth them in good humour and pleasing conceits towards themselves; or
because it advanceth any other their ends.... Only learned men love business as
an action according to nature, agreeable to health of mind as exercise is to health
of body, taking pleasure in the action itself, not in the purchase; so that of all men
they are the most indefatigable, if it be towards any business which can hold or
detain their mind.
In earlier passages of this essay, devoted to the chairman, Bacon's elo-
quence in formulations of the scholar's wish to do good and to serve man-
kind are set forth, and are hailed here again as pertinent to the professor.
Thus, to the credit of the human spirit, in many souls love of learning and
desire to do good comprise motivating forces stronger than love of lucre
and desire for increase, and from these dedicated persons are drawn our
university faculties in academic medicine.
"But," one asks, "Is not the profession of medicine a learned one, anld is
not the practitioner committed to service and to the benefit of his fellow
man?" Of course, the answers are affirmative to both queries, and devoted
men of inquiring spirit can gain great satisfaction from a demanding practice
of medicine. High qualities of humanity and of mind are challenged by suclh
a life, and thankful we can be that many superb individuals address them-
selves to it with lofty standards of intellect, of ethics, of responsibility, and
of professional excellence. A family practitioner can care for a few hundred
people at a time in his practice whilst maintaining the best of standards, and
in the specialties the numbers of patients a single practitioner can serve is
not greatly different-usually somewhat less in psychiatry-rather more in
radiology. Over a lifetime, a single practitioner can touch directly the lives
of a few thousand individual patients-in some specialties perhaps more
lightly touch a few tens of thousands. The responsibilities of a practitioner
are demanding; the welfare of his patients has first call on his attention,
and opportunity for learning much beyond that needed for his immediate
clinical program is limited. These, then, are the boundary conditions which
constrain the efforts of a practitioner to do good and to learn. The bounda-
ries enclose substantial ground from which grow satisfactions worthy of the
best efforts of men's minds.
But for those who can qualify for scholarly posts, the challenges are
greater, the opportunities for learning more rewarding, and the platforms
for doing good more powerful. For challenge, the scholar in the medical
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sciences is surrounded by problems of all kinds, and by phenomena of man
and of nature of boundless scope and infinite potential. For satisfaction of
love of knowledge, he finds himself immersed in a rapidly metabolizing sea
of ideas, with libraries for his edification, with learned colleagues communi-
cating their wisdom, with students inquiring, with requirements on him for
superior scholarship, so that the stimulus and opportunity surpass those
allowed the practitioner.
For doing good, he has the privilege of teaching many students and house
officers, who will, in turn, serve large numbers of patients. As an advisor to
government officials and to congressmen, he can influence public policy for
the good. If a clinician, he can handle the most difficult cases, referred to
him by baffled physicians from far and near, and in his efforts, set standards
and new procedures for others to follow. For some, the greatest opportunity
to benefit mankind will be in research. Discoveries of faculty members, pub-
lished and heeded throughout the world, contribute directly or indirectly to
the teaching of others, to improvements in medical care and in public health
in many places, and to enhanced understanding of man, of nature, of health,
and of disease. The amplification factor in teaching, in government work
and in research is very great, so that a faculty member can touch indirectly
the welfare of many thousands or millions of people, as compared to the few
hundreds accessible to the practitioner. Penicillin has been prescribed for
the benefit of millions of patients by thousands of physicians, though dis-
covered by two and refined for production by only a few. Millions have
benefited from the discoveries of Pasteur, Harvey, Claude Bernard, and
Lister. Though less directly, the power of physicians to handle their clinical
problems rationally and effectively has been fortified by the discoveries of
Mendel, Morgan, Beadle, and Lederberg. Thus, of teaching, public service,
and discovery, the latter is the most powerful of all for benefiting mankind.
And with it goes the blessed opportunity of training others for lives of
discovery.
For those who love learning and wish to bring benefit to men, and for
those of these who are sufficiently meriting and sufficiently able, a life in
academic medicine offers unsurpassed gratification and fulfillment. Worthy
in this noble and dedicated group is Dr. Vernon Lippard, who takes his place
of honor with modesty and selflessness, as have the best of this kind for gen-
erations past. Francis Bacon, who saw and who recognized Dr. Lippard's
counterparts three and a half centuries ago, conceived and pencilled words
of appreciation which we can append fittingly to all members of this splendid
company. "Certainly it is heaven upon earth, to have a man's mind move in
charity, rest in providence, and turn upon the poles of truth."
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